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Abstract
Understanding and predicting a material’s performance in response to high-energy radiation
damage, as well as designing future materials to be used in intense radiation environments,
requires knowledge of the structure, morphology and amount of radiation-induced structural
changes. We report the results of molecular dynamics simulations of high-energy radiation
damage in iron in the range 0.2–0.5 MeV. We analyze and quantify the nature of collision
cascades both at the global and the local scale. We observe three distinct types of damage
production and relaxation, including reversible deformation around the cascade due to elastic
expansion, irreversible structural damage due to ballistic displacements and smaller reversible
deformation due to the shock wave. We find that the structure of high-energy collision
cascades becomes increasingly continuous as opposed to showing sub-cascade branching as
reported previously. At the local length scale, we find large defect clusters and novel small
vacancy and interstitial clusters. These features form the basis for physical models aimed at
understanding the effects of high-energy radiation damage in structural materials.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Radiation effects are common in Nature. Their sources vary
from cosmic radiation to decay of isotopes in terrestrial rocks.
A large variety of radiation sources are also created and used
in science and technology. This includes energy generation
in existing nuclear power stations, where kinetic energy of
fission products is converted into heat and electricity. When
feasible, future fusion reactors will harvest the energy from
thermonuclear reactions. In these applications, the energy
of emitted particles has a twofold effect: on one hand, this
energy is converted into useful energy, by heating the material;
on the other hand, this energy damages the material and
degrades the properties important for the operation, including

5 SEPnet.

mechanical, thermal, transport and other properties. This is
currently a central issue for fusion reactors, where the ability
of metal structural components to withstand very high neutron
fluxes and other types of radiation such as that of He is
intensively discussed [1–3]. Another example is the damage
to nuclear reactor materials coming from fission products. In
addition, the nuclear industry faces yet another problem, that
of radiation damage to materials to be used to encapsulate
long-lived radioactive waste [4, 6, 7].

A heavy energetic particle displaces atoms on its path
which, in turn, displace other atoms in the system. A
collection of these atoms is often referred to as a ‘collision
cascade’ [8–14]. A typical collision cascade created by a
heavy 100 keV particle propagates and relaxes in a time
on the order of picoseconds and spans nanometers. The
resulting structural damage—in the form of amorphous
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pockets or point defects and their clusters—and its long-term
evolution ultimately define to what extent the materials’
mechanical, thermal and other properties are altered. For
example, radiation-induced defects can reduce materials’
thermal conductivity and therefore result in inefficient energy
transfer in both fusion and nuclear reactors, heat localization
and other unwanted effects.

Understanding and predicting these and other effects,
as well as designing future materials to be used in intense
radiation environments, requires developing physical models.
These, in turn, are based on the knowledge of what
high-energy radiation damage is in terms of structure and
morphology.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been an
important method for studying radiation damage in materials
because they give access to the small time and length scales
of the collision cascades, and give a detailed picture of
the damage at the atomistic scale. Previous MD simulations
have provided important insights into the radiation damage
process [8–16]. However, due to system size limitations in
MD simulations, the reported results were limited to energies
of about 100 keV.

On the other hand, knock-on energies are larger in several
important applications. When impacted on 14 MeV neutrons,
iron knock-on atoms in fusion reactors reach energies of
up to 1 MeV [2, 9, 17] with an average energy of about
0.5 MeV [15]. In fission nuclear reactions, the fission product
energies are on the order of 50–100 MeV, transferring high
energy to the surrounding material. The need to simulate
realistic energy cascades has been particularly emphasized,
with a view that extrapolation of low-energy results may
not account for some important features of higher-energy
radiation process which can contain novel qualitative features.
More generally, the need to simulate length and energy scales
that are relevant and appropriate to a particular physical
process has been recognized and reiterated [5].

In this paper, we study the radiation damage process
due to high-energy Fe knock-on atoms of 0.2–0.5 MeV
energy. We focus on high-energy radiation damage in α-iron,
the main structural material in fusion and future fission
reactors. We analyze and quantify the nature of collision
cascades both at the global and the local scale. We find
that high-energy collision cascades may propagate and relax
as increasingly continuous damage structures as opposed to
showing sub-cascade branching as assumed previously. At
the local length scale, we find large clusters and new defect
structures.

2. Methods

We have used the DL POLY program, a general-purpose
package designed for large-scale simulations [18, 19]. We
have simulated systems with 100–500 million atoms, and
run MD simulations on 20 000–60 000 parallel processors
of the HECToR National Supercomputing Service [20]. MD
simulations were performed for a constant energy and volume
ensemble (except for the boundary layer atoms; see below)
with an initial temperature set to 300 K, which was preceded

by equilibration runs in a constant pressure ensemble at 300 K.
Periodic boundary conditions were imposed in all directions.

We have implemented several features to handle radiation
damage simulations. First, we used a variable time step to
account for faster atomic motion at the beginning of the
cascade development and its gradual slowing down at later
stages. Second, the MD box boundary layer of thickness
of about 10 Å was connected to a constant temperature
thermostat at 300 K to emulate the effect of energy dissipation
into the sample. Third, we have accounted for the electronic
energy losses (EEL), particularly important at high energies.
EEL is a complicated process that involves a wide range
of effects affecting damage production and annealing [2,
21–23]. Taking EEL into account in MD simulations involves
models that include the slowing down of atoms due to energy
transfer to electron excitation processes as well as feeding
this energy back to the system as the phonon energy. The
implementation of this dual energy exchange mechanism in
MD simulations, based on the two-temperature approach [22,
24, 55], is in progress. In this work, we model electronic
energy loss as a friction term added to the equations of
motion. The characteristic energy loss relaxation time (taken
here as τes = 1.0 ps) is obtained by relating the stopping
strength (λ = 0.1093 eV1/2 Å

−1
) [28] in the low-velocity

regime via Lindhard’s model to the rate of energy loss for a
single atom [24, 56]. Such electronic stopping would only be
effective above a certain threshold, where the atoms would
have sufficient energy to scatter inelastically. We use a cutoff
kinetic energy value (8.6 eV) corresponding to twice the
cohesive energy [57]; however a number of other threshold
values have been proposed [58–61].

For α-Fe, we have used a many-body embedded-atom
potential [25], optimized for better reproduction of several
important properties of α-Fe including the energetics of
point defects and their clusters (‘M07’ from [26]). At
distances shorter than 1 Å, interatomic potentials were
joined to short-range repulsive ZBL potentials [28]. The
joining was calibrated against the threshold displacement
energies [26]. The resulting thresholds were found to be in
as good agreement with experiments as the best previous
potentials [26, 27].

To analyze the collision cascade, we have employed two
methods. First, an atom is identified as ‘displaced’ if it moves
more than distance d from its initial position. The number
of displaced atoms, Ndisp, quantifies the overall amount of
introduced damage. Some of this damage recovers back to
crystal. To account for this effect, we employed the second
method in which an atom is identified as a ‘defect’. An
atom is considered an ‘interstitial’ if it is closer to any of
the crystalline positions (provided by the initial crystalline
reference frame) than distance d and if there is already an
atom that is closer to that crystalline site than d. A ‘vacancy’
is defined as a crystalline position (again provided by the
initial crystalline reference frame) for which no atom exists
that is closer to it than d. We calculate the number of defect
atoms Ndef as the sum of interstitials and vacancies. Then,
Ndef quantifies both damage production and its recovery. We
note that Ndisp and Ndef depend on d (we use d = 0.75 Å
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Figure 1. Ndisp and Ndef from 0.2 MeV (top) and 0.5 MeV (bottom) knock-on atoms for four cascades.

as a convenient measure). However, the trends discussed in
section 3, including the two regimes of cascade relaxation as
well as the dynamics of defect recovery, are not sensitive to
d provided it is in the sensible range of distances (e.g., too
small d, . 0.1 − −0.2 Å, will be affected by usual thermal
fluctuations whereas d & 1–1.5 Å may not identify defect
atoms).

Vacancies or self-interstitial atoms (SIA) are defined
as belonging to the same defect group (cluster) if they
are within two nearest-neighbor distances (plus a 20%
perturbation). Second-nearest-neighbor (2nn) distance is a
common clustering criterion for SIAs [17, 40]; however the
criteria for vacancy clusters vary significantly (from 1nn to
4nn positioning) across the literature [51]. When identifying
cluster size in the section 3 the net defect number (the
difference between the number of SIAs and the number of
vacancies) is reported.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Large-scale damage

We discuss the main features of high-energy collision
cascades. To account for potentially different collision
cascades due to different knock-on directions, we have
simulated four different directions for each energy, avoiding
low-density directions and associated channeling.

Ndisp and Ndef are shown in figure 1 for 0.2 and 0.5 MeV
cascades simulated in different knock-on directions. We
observe three distinct types of damage relaxation.

The first type is related to the large peak of Ndisp ≈ 106

at short times of about 1–2 ps. This peak relaxes during
about 10 ps. This peak is often discussed as the ‘thermal
spike’ [30–32], a phenomenological picture that explores the
similarity between the atomic motions in the collision cascade
and local melting. In this picture, a collision cascade has
reduced density because melts have smaller density compared

to their solid phases. We note here that the density of some
melts (e.g. of Si, of H2O and others) around the melting
point is actually larger than the density of their parent solid
compounds, and hence this explanation cannot be generally
used. In addition, the atomic motions and local density
fluctuations in the melt and in the collision cascade are
qualitatively different.

We propose that at the atomistic level, the increase of
Ndisp can be understood on the basis of anharmonicity of
interatomic interactions: large-scale atomic motion inside the
cascade causes increase of the interatomic separations due to
anharmonicity. This results in the outward pressure from the
cascade on the surrounding lattice and lattice expansion. This
elastic deformation lasts several ps, equal to several periods of
atomic vibrations during which the energy is dissipated to the
lattice, and gives rise to the peak of Ndisp. Notably, the elastic
deformation is reversible irrespective of whether or not it is
followed by the recovery of the structural damage discussed
below. In figure 1, Ndisp, averaged over all knock-on directions
at the end of the simulation (corresponding to the flat lines in
figure 1), is about 67 000 and 111 000 atoms for 0.2 MeV and
0.5 MeV cascades, respectively.

Figures 2 and 3 show the snapshots of the collision
cascades at three different stages of cascade development that
include the intermediate stage corresponding to the large peak
of Ndisp in figure 1. We observe, consistent with figure 1,
a significantly larger number of atoms involved in large
displacements at intermediate times as compared to the final
relaxed state.

The second type of cascade relaxation is related to the
dynamics of Ndef. At short ps times, the large peak of Ndef is of
the same origin as that seen for Ndisp. However, the dynamics
of Ndef also reflects the recovery of structural damage due
to ballistic displacements. This recovery proceeds by the
diffusion and recombination processes during which atoms
settle at the newly found crystalline positions. This process
lasts up to 20 ps, significantly longer than the relaxation time
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Figure 2. Displaced (top) and defect (bottom) atoms in a
representative 0.2 MeV collision cascade. The knock-on atom
moves from the top left to the bottom right corner. The three frames
for each atom type correspond to 0.3 ps, 3 ps and 80 ps,
respectively. The cascade size (maximal separation between any two
atoms in the cascade) is 560 Å. Vacancies (interstitials) are
represented in purple (green); we used Atomeye software [29] to
visualize the cascade evolution.

of the first elastic relaxation process (see figure 1). As a result
of this relaxation, Ndef, averaged over all simulated directions
at the end of the simulation (corresponding to the flat lines
in figure 1), is about 1800 and 2800 atoms for 0.2 MeV
and 0.5 MeV cascades, respectively, corresponding to an
approximately 97% recovery rate as compared to Ndisp. Such
a high recovery rate is in interesting resemblance to those of
some of the resistant ceramic materials, but in contrast to those
of others [33, 34].

We also find that Ndisp and Ndef reported in figure 1
include displaced and defect atoms that are located throughout
the simulation box and away from the moving recoils. This
damage appears in the structure during very short times of
0.1–0.2 ps (before the peak of the damage shown in figure 1)
and in locations that fast recoils have not yet reached, and
can therefore not be due to direct ballistic hits. Consequently,
we attribute this damage to the shock wave induced by fast
recoils. Indeed, the initial velocity of the 500 keV primary
recoil atom is about 1314 km s−1, or approximately 260
times faster than the speed of sound in iron. Interestingly,
we observe displacements induced by the shock wave using
the fairly large cutoff displacements distance (d = 0.75 Å as
discussed above). For 500 keV recoils, Ndisp and Ndef due to
the shock wave peak are approximately 120 each, i.e. involve
much smaller numbers than those involved in two previous
types of damage relaxation. After about 0.2 ps, both defect
and displaced atoms induced by the shock wave disappear
and relax back to crystalline positions. Similarly to elastic
deformation around the cascade, the deformation due to the
shock wave is reversible, although it operates on a much
shorter time scale.

Our simulations provide an important insight into the
structure and morphology of high-energy cascades. The
existing view of collision cascades is that they branch out
to smaller sub-cascades and ‘pockets’ of damage that are
well separated from each other [17]. This takes places over
a certain energy threshold, even though this threshold has not
been firmly established [17, 35, 36]. We note that in materials

Figure 3. (a), (b) show two representative 0.5 MeV cascades. The
knock-on atom moves from the top left to the bottom right corner. In
(a) we show both displaced (top) and defect (bottom) atoms at 0.2,
1.5 ps and 100 ps. In (b) we show the defect atoms only at 0.3 ps,
2 ps and 100 ps. The cascade size in (a) and (b) is 950 Å and
1300 Å, respectively.

resistant to amorphization such as metals and certain oxides,
these sub-cascades and pockets of structural damage exist on
the short time scale of several ps only, as is seen in figure 1,
and subsequently recover to form point defects as discussed
below. On the other hand, the sub-cascades recover poorly
in amorphizable materials [46], forming highly disordered
structures that result in permanent amorphization. In either
case, cascade branching (or the absence of branching) governs
the distribution of the final damage and its morphology.

This picture originated as a result of using binary-
collision simulations in combination with MD simulations
of low-energy events. Although involving approximations
inherent in binary-collision simulations and extrapolations
of low-energy MD simulations, this picture would offer a
great degree of reduction and simplification: in analyzing the
results and consequences of high-energy damage, only small
sub-cascades need to be considered.

In figures 2 and 3, we observe a qualitatively different
picture. Cascade branching is visibly reduced as compared
to low-energy events, in that we do not find well-separated
sub-cascades. Some cascade branching is seen in the first
0.5 MeV cascade shown in figure 3(a) only and, importantly,
during an intermediate stage of cascade development only. On
the other hand, the final cascade morphology is described by
a rather continuous distribution of the damage across about
1000–1300 Å where no distinctly separated sub-cascades can
be identified. Common to all collision cascades that we have
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Table 1. The number of Frenkel pairs (FPs; NF), and defect statistics for 0.2 and 0.5 MeV cascade simulations in α-iron. The value in
brackets shows the standard error in the mean over four constituent runs for each simulation. The largest clusters are determined by the net
defect count. The NRT fraction is the normalized number of FPs [50].

Cascade
energy NF

NRT fraction
of defects

Number of
isolated
vacancies

Number of
split SIAs

Number of
vacancy
clusters

Number of
SIA
clusters

Largest
vacancy
cluster

Largest
SIA cluster

0.2 MeV 900 (200) 0.44 (0.11) 70 (5) 65 (4) 17 (1) 46 (7) 54 89
0.5 MeV 1450 (220) 0.29 (0.04) 150 (14) 170 (15) 36 (7) 84 (13) 47 36

simulated, this picture is particularly visible for defect atoms
in the final state of the cascades shown in figures 2 and 3.

Qualitatively, reduced cascade branching and the emer-
gence of a more continuous damage distribution can be
understood as follows. For a scattered atom to move far
enough from its initial position and form a spatially separated
sub-cascade (i.e., branch out) requires a large amount of
energy transferred to it by the incident atom. In the absence
of inelastic losses, the transferred energy, T , is T = 1

2 Tm(1−
cos(φ)), where Tm is the maximal transferred energy and φ
is the scattering angle [37]. For large energy of the incident
atom, E, φ decreases as φ ∝ 1

E [37]. We therefore find that for
large E and small φ,T decreases as T ∝ φ2

∝
1

E2 . Large E
and, consequently, small T , results in scattered atoms forming
the damaged region close to the trajectory of the initial
knock-on atom and, therefore, promote a continuous structure
of the resulting damage. This is consistent with our current
findings.

Interestingly, an increasingly continuous structure of
cascade morphology observed here is consistent with that
seen in irradiation experiments using swift heavy ions [46].
This suggests that the energies simulated in this work
broadly correspond to the crossover between the branched and
continuous cascade morphologies.

We note that as the incident atom slows down, T
increases, leading to sub-cascade branching at the end of the
atom trajectory. However, larger E results in an increase of
the relative fraction of continuous damage over the fraction of
branched cascades.

Our finding is important in the context of the long-term
evolution of radiation damage. Indeed, a recent kinetic
Monte Carlo study [40] has shown that very large defect
clusters can have a major effect on the long-term damage
development.

3.2. Local defects and their clusters

The discussion has so far concentrated on the large-scale
cascade structure and morphology. We now briefly discuss
defect structures at the local level.

Several mechanisms for local defect clustering have been
discussed in the literature. Vacancies have been shown to
cluster by the recrystallization front around a heat spike,
pushing them towards the center of the cascade [38, 39]. This
mechanism has been shown to be able to (rarely) produce very
large clusters [40]. For the interstitials the situation is more
complex. The concept of ‘interstitial loop punching’, well

Figure 4. Dependence of the number of surviving FPs on the
cascade energy; a comparison between Finnis–Sinclair potential
runs started at 100 K (red line [17]) and the current findings (blue).
The fits correspond to a single-cascade and sub-cascade (branching)
regimes (details appear in [17]). While there are differences in the
simulation setups, the number of Frenkel pairs produced at 200 and
500 keV follows the general trend observed for lower-energy
cascades.

known to be active around high-pressure gas bubbles [41],
was suggested to produce interstitial clusters also around
heat spikes [42]. Later research, however, showed that it can
produce stable damage only near surfaces [43, 44]. Other
works have shown that interstitial clusters can be produced,
in the bulk at least, by the isolation of atoms in a liquid pocket
left behind a recrystallization front [45] and by shock waves
associated with hypersonic recoils [16].

The size and structure of the defect clusters created by
the cascades in this work were analyzed and the results
are summarized in table 1. The simulations confirm that
the normalized fraction of Frenkel pairs (FPs) of 0.3–0.4 is
roughly constant for cascades over 0.1 MeV [17, 51]. The
number of surviving FPs follows the trend from lower cascade
energies (figure 4). The fraction of surviving interstitials
grouped into clusters was found to be 0.58(3) and 0.52(3)
for cascade energies of 0.2 and 0.5 MeV, respectively. This
is consistent with the results for 50–100 keV cascades [17,
40] hinting at a possibility that the clustering fraction may
reach a maximum at∼100 keV. A similar trend was observed
for vacancy clustering fractions of 0.33(3) and 0.35(1),
respectively.

The majority of interstitial clusters were found to
be glissile 〈111〉 crowdion clusters, and some of those
form dislocation loops with a Burgers vector of b =
(1/2)〈111〉. This is in line with the recent theoretical [47] and
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Figure 5. The largest cluster consisting of 89 interstitials. It is
mainly composed of a set of 〈100〉 crowdions (the selected region in
(a)) and a fraction of normally glissile 〈111〉 crowdions (the region
highlighted in (b)). Such cluster morphology blocks the motion of
crowdions and results in an overall sessile cluster; a similar effect of
immobilization of a cluster by another defect was observed in [52].
Interstitials (vacancies) are shown in silver (blue). We used the
VMD package for visualization of local defect structures [53].

Figure 6. (a) A (111) projection of a 39-vacancy cluster; (b) a (001)
projection of this cluster. The large spheres show the central
vacancy for selected constituent ‘vacancy crowdions’, thus
emphasizing the dislocation nature of the cluster.

experimental results [48], which indicate that for temperatures
smaller than 600 K, the b = (1/2)〈111〉-type loops are stable,
whereas b = 〈001〉 ones are unstable. The largest defect
structure was a composite 89-interstitial cluster, formed from
a merging of a set of 〈111〉 and 〈100〉 crowdions (figure 5).
Owing to its complex morphology, it will be immobile. This
interstitial cluster is quite large, yet consistent with the data
reported for lower energies [40, 49].

Large vacancy clusters were also observed, with the
54-vacancy cluster being the largest one. Several large
vacancy clusters formed 〈100〉 and 〈111〉 dislocation loop-like
configurations (figure 6(a)). A cross section of an exemplar
vacancy cluster is shown (figure 6(b)), to emphasize its
dislocation-like nature. The smaller vacancy clusters revealed
a rich variety of structures, such as hexagonal vacancy
clusters with interstitial rings surrounding a central vacancy
(figure 7(a)).

We also observed a wide range of sessile interstitial
clusters. Some of these could be clearly identified as being
related to the C15 metastable phase discussed in [54],
and many were joined to crowdions or crowdion clusters
(figure 7(b)). Smaller ring-like structures were also observed
(figure 7(c)) in which six atoms shared four neighboring
lattice sites.

Figure 7. (a) The (111) projection of a small nine-vacancy cluster;
(b) a C15 phase tetra-interstitial with a 〈111〉 crowdion attached; the
vacancies are omitted from the figure for clarity; (c) a hexagonal
di-interstitial with a split interstitial attached.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have found novel structural features of
radiation damage in iron on both large and local scales
which will need to be included in physical models aimed
at understanding and predicting the effects of radiation
damage on the mechanical, thermal and transport properties
of structural materials. The reported damage structures such as
the increased continuous morphology of high-energy collision
cascades will form a starting point for long-time-scale models,
developed in order to understand and predict the effects
of radiation damage. The large defect structures reported
here, including novel vacancy and interstitial clusters, will
be important for the understanding of the interaction of these
clusters with transmutation gases and the nucleation of helium
bubbles.
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